In this paper, we propose a new filtering framework called discriminatively 
For an input image p (e.g. in our case a classification map resulted from q and the guidance I by using a local linear model. For a greyscale image p, the output q is assumed to be a linear transformation of I in a local window ω k 66 centred at the pixel k:
where i indexes a pixel in ω k such that q i and I i are the (scalar) values of pixel 68 i in q and I, and (a k , b k ) are coefficients to be estimated for ω k . This model 69 preserves ∇q = a∇I, which ensures that q preserves the edges in I. 
where is the smoothing parameter to penalise a k , and p i is the filtering input.
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The solution of (2) is given by
where µ k and σ 
Multi-band guided filtering

80
The GF has been extended to a colour guidance image (i.e. with three bands) 81 in [27] . Similarly, it has no difficulty to generalise to a multi-band guidance 
where I i is a d-dimensional vector for pixel i, a k is a d-dimensional coefficient 84 vector, and q i and b k are still scalars. Then the GF with a multi-band guidance 85 image becomes
where µ k is a d × 1 mean vector, and Σ k is a d × d covariance matrix, of the 87 multi-band guidance image I in window ω k , and U is a d × d identity matrix. 
Discriminatively guided filtering (DGF)
106
These directions are the first C − 1 leading eigenvectors (corresponding to 107 the largest eigenvalues) of We use the projection of the HSI on the first leading eigenvector (w g , a B ×1 115 vector) in W as the greyscale guidance image:
where I g is a 1 × N vector representing the greyscale guidance image of N 117 pixels. The filtering output for each class is then obtained by the greyscale We use the projection of the HSI on the first three leading eigenvectors (W c ,
121
a B × 3 matrix) in W as the colour guidance image:
where I c is a 3 × N matrix representing the colour guidance image. The filtering 
Classification algorithm based on DGF
126
The diagram of DGF for classification of an HSI is illustrated in Fig. 1 the pixels belonging to the class, e.g. C j .
131
Figure 1: The proposed DGF methods for HSI classification.
Then to improve these initial spectrum-based classification results, the pro-
132
posed DGF aims to incorporate spatial structure information, by using edge-
133
preserving GF, and discriminative information, by using LDA to generate the 134 guidance image.
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Finally the C filtered classification maps are merged into a final classification
where f j (x test ) is the filtered classification results of x test for class C j , meaning 138 that x test is classified into class C j if f j (x test ) has the highest value among all 139 the C classes.
140
The DGF-based classification algorithm is in Algorithm 1.
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Algorithm 1 Classification of an HSI based on DGF Input:
A vectorised HSI X ∈ R B×N ; training HSI pixels X train ∈ R B×Ntrain and their labels y train ∈ R Ntrain×1 .
The radius of the local window size r and the smoothing parameter , for GF.
Training phase:
• Train a classifier Φ (e.g. SVM) using X train , y train .
• Train a multi-class LDA model by (6).
Test phase:
• Classify X using the trained classifier Φ and obtain the initial classification maps M 1 , . . . , M C .
• Obtain the DGF guidance image:
-either I g of X using DGF-g (7), or -I c of X using DGF-c (8).
• Filter M 1 , . . . , M C by I g as the greyscale guided filtering (1), or by I c as the colour guided filtering (4).
• Classify each test pixel in X by (9) and obtain L(X). To have a reliable evaluation and fair comparison, we repeat the experi- fail for classes 7 and 9. This is due to the lack of training samples for these 217 two class, which are only 4 for class 7 and 2 for class 9. Also, classes 7 and 218 9 cover a narrow region in the dataset, and the filtering of these two classes Royal Society-Newton Mobility Grant IE161194, and by the National Natural 
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